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1. Introduction 
Haim Hanani was the first to determine necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of BIBDs with k = 3, 4, and 5 [5,6,7]. With a single exception, 
these designs exist whenever obvious arithmetic conditions are satisfied. The 
single exception occurs when v = 15, k = 5, il = 2: the (15,5,2)-design does not 
exist as it would be a residual of a nonexistent symmetric (22,7,2)-design. Thus 
in order to show that a (15,5, A)-BIBD exists for all even A 2 4 (J. even is 
necessary), Hanani had to construct a (15,5,4)- and a (15,5,6)-BIBD. 
Not many (15,5,4)-BIBDs are known. In our tables [lo], where this design is 
listed under No. 102, a lower bound of 1 is given. In Hall’s book [4], a 
l-rotational solution is given. Hanani gives a solution in [5], and another one in 
[6,7] (see also [l]). Another highly symmetric solution is given in [2,9,12], and 
as shown in [12], this solution, Hall’s solution and the second of Hanani’s 
solutions are mutually nonisomorphic. Another l-rotational (15,5,4)-design is 
obtained from the twofold pentagon system of order 15 given in [8]. 
As for (15,5,6)-BJBDs (No. 280 in [lo]), the only ones known appear to be 
that given by Hanani in [6] (and again in [7]) and by Dinitz and Stinson in [3]. No 
resolvable (15,5,4)- or (15,5,6)-design appears to be known. 
In this paper, we take a somewhat closer look at the (15,5, A)-family. In 
particular, we investigate the existence of cyclic and l-rotational, as well as the 
existence of resolvable (15,5, A)-designs. We enumerate completely the l- 
rotational (15,5,4)-BIBDs (there exists no cyclic (15,5,4)-BIBD), and two 
subclasses of cyclic, and l-rotational (15,5,6)-designs, respectively. In the 
process, we substantially improve the lower bounds for the number of non- 
isomorphic designs. We also obtain what we believe are first examples of 
resolvable (15,5,6)-BIBDs, and enumerate completely the resolvable (15,5,6)- 
BIBDs with an automorphism of order 5. 
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2. l-rotational’ (15,5,4)-BIBDs 
A design with v elements is l-rotational if it has an automorphism consisting of 
one fixed point and a single (V - 1)-cycle. We performed a complete enumeration 
of l-rotational (15,5,4)-designs. These designs were generated and analyzed by a 
computer (they were generated by an IBMPC, and analyzed on a Mac II). 
Applying multipliers resulted in a reduced set of 85 distinct designs which 
ultimately proved pairwise nonisomorphic. Our first attempt to distinguish 
nonisomorphic designs involved employing intersection numbers: for each base 
block, the number of blocks in each orbit intersecting the given base block in i 
elements, i = 0, 1, . . . , 5, was calculated. In spite of its simplicity, this invariant 
is fairly sensitive. It partitioned the set of 85 distinct designs into 50 nonisomor- 
phic classes, 19 of which still contained more than one design (13 consisted of two 
designs each but one of the classes still contained 8 nondistiguished designs). 
Another invariant, the element counts in blocks containing a particular pair of 
elements, proved even more sensitive. Here, one counts in the 4 blocks, 
containing a given pair of elements X, y, the number of occurrences of the 
remaining 13 elements. For each such pair x, y, one obtains an ordered triple 
(aI, u2, u3) where a, is the number of elements occurring i times in the 4 blocks in 
question. Because the designs are l-rotational, it clearly suffices to consider pairs 
(0, i) for i = 1, 2, . . . , 13, and (0, 03). A sorted list of obtained triples is an 
invariant of the design, 
This invariant partitioned the set of first 82 designs into 60 nonisomorphic 
classes (the last three designs with 2 short orbits each were already distinguished 
as nonisomorphic by the previous invariant), 16 of which still contained more 
than one design (10 contained two, 6 contained three). The two invariants 
combined failed to distinguish only 7 pairs of designs. 
In the end, for each design D its element versus block incidence graph G(D) 
was formed. As there are 15 elements and 42 blocks, G(D) has 57 vertices. 
Canonical ordering of vertices of this graph is a complete invariant. All 85 distinct 
designs are nonisomorphic, thus there exist exactly 85 nonisomorphic l-rotational 
(15,5,4)-BIBDs. These designs are listed in Table 1. First 82 designs have three 
full-length-orbits, while the last 3 have two full-length orbits and two half-length 
orbits (the last 3 designs have also a common half-orbit 0178e not shown in Table 
1; all designs have an automorphism (0123456789&d)(e)). The l-rotational 
design occurring in [4], p. 410 (under No. 82) is isomorphic to our No. 40 in 
Table 1, while the design obtained from [8] is isomorphic to our No. 76. 
The order of the automorphism group of each design is 14. None of the designs 
contains a single parallel class. 
The two Hanani’s (15,5,4)-designs appearing in [5], and in [6,7], respectively, 
contain an automorphism of order 5. The automorphism group of the design in 
[2,9,12] has order 2520. These designs are mutually nonisomorphic, and also not 
isomorphic to any of the 85 l-rotational designs. Thus, in the notation of [lo], 
Nd(15,42, 14, 5, 4) 2 88. 
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Table 1. l-rotational 2-(l&5,4)-designs 
NO Base blocks NO Base blocks 
1 01256 0247a 0138e 
2 01256 0247a 0578.~ 
3 01256 0368a 0138-z 
4 01256 0368a 0578e 
5 01237 0148a 0358e 
6 01237 0348a 0358e 
7 01237 0247a 0149e 
8 01237 0247a 0343e 
9 01237 0368a 0143e 
10 01237 0368a 0349e 
11 01246 01479 0158e 
12 01246 02589 0158e 
13 01246 01479 0378e 
14 01246 02589 0378e 
15 01246 0137a 0169e 
16 01246 0237a 0169e 
17 01356 01468 0158.~ 
18 01356 01468 0378e 
19 01356 01579 0147e 
20 01356 01579 0367e 
21 01356 0148~1 0138e 
22 01356 0148a 0578e 
23 01247 01468 0149e 
24 01247 01468 0349e 
25 01247 02478 0149e 
26 01247 02478 0349e 
27 01247 01359 0158e 
28 01247 01359 0378e 
29 01247 04689 0158e 
30 01247 04689 0378e 
31 01247 0247a 0156~~ 
32 01247 0368a 0156e 
33 01257 02458 0158e 
34 01257 02458 0378e 
35 01257 03468 0158e 
36 01257 03468 0378e 
31 01257 01359 0147e 
38 01257 01359 0367e 
39 01257 04689 0147e 
40 01257 04689 0367e 
41 01257 0148a 0136e 
42 01257 0148a 0356e 
43 01257 0348~1 0136e 
44 01257 0348a 0356e 
45 01457 01357 0169e 
46 01457 02467 0169e 
47 01457 01359 0138e 
48 01457 01359 0578e 
49 01457 04689 0138e 
50 01457 04689 0578e 
51 01457 01579 0136e 
52 01457 01579 0356e 
53 01457 02489 0136e 
54 01457 02489 0356e 
55 02347 01468 0169e 
56 02347 02478 0169e 
57 02347 01379 0149e 
58 02347 01379 0349e 
59 02347 02689 0149e 
60 02347 02689 0349e 
61 01248 01358 0149e 
62 01248 01358 0349e 
63 01248 03578 0149e 
64 01248 03578 0349e 
65 01568 02458 0237e 
66 01568 02458 0457e 
61 01568 03468 0237e 
68 01568 03468 0457e 
69 01568 0148a 0235e 
70 01568 0348~1 0235e 
71 02348 01258 0259e 
72 02348 01258 0479e 
73 02348 03678 0259e 
74 02348 03678 0479e 
75 02348 0136a 0138e 
76 02348 0136a 0578e 
77 02348 0356a 0138e 
78 02348 0356a 0578e 
79 01249 0148a 0136e 
80 01249 0148~~ 0356e 
81 01249 0348a 0136e 
82 01249 0348a 0356e 
83 03458 02458 0279e 
84 01246 01469 037ae 
85 01246 03589 037ae 
The number of 2-rotational (15,5,4)-designs (those with an automorphism 
consisting of a fixed element and two cycles of length 7) is apparently very 
large-huge amounts of these were generated on Mac II. 
On the other hand, an exhaustive search has shown that there exists no 
resolvable (15,5,4)-design with an automorphism of order 7 or one of order 5, or 
one of order 3. For more on this, see beginning of Section 5. 
3. l-rotational (l&5,6)-BIBDs 
Since the number of blocks in a (15,5,6)-BIBD is 63, a l-rotational 
(15,5,6)-design could a priori have 4 full-length orbits and one half-length orbit 
of blocks, or 3 full-length orbits and 3 half-length orbits. We expected the number 
of l-rotational (15,5,6)-designs to be quite large-an expectation that eventually 
proved to be true-and since the latter possibility seemed to be more restrictive, 
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we expected a smaller, more manageable subclass to emerge. To our surprise, 
this class turned out to be empty. In other words, there exists no l-rotational 
(15,5,6)-design containing three half-length orbits of blocks, whether repeated or 
not. 
As for the former class, since the shorter orbits are multiplier-isomorphic, one 
may assume one arbitrary (but fixed) half-length orbit to be present in the design. 
With this assumption, we generated a set of 5268 distinct such designs, 
conceivably all pairwise nonisomorphic. Since this is too large a number of 
designs to analyze, we decide to focus on certain “reasonable” subclasses. One 
such subclass contains l-rotational (15,5,6)-designs with repeated blocks (and 
therefore necessarily repeated block orbits). The number of such distinct designs 
is 29. The “intersection numbers” invariant partitioned these into 22 pairwise 
nonisomorphic classes, and the “canonical ordering of the incidence graph” 
invariant proved all 29 designs to be pairwise nonisomorphic. These are listed in 
Table 2. 
The second subclass of l-rotational (15,5,6)-designs that we investigated was 
the class of designs having at least three S-orbits of blocks. Here, an orbit is 
called an S-orbit if it is invariant under the mapping i-, -i(i E 2i4). This class 
contained 79 distinct designs, of which 78 have exactly 3 S-orbits and 1 has 
exactly 4 S-orbits (there is no design having all 5 orbits S-orbits). Again, the 
intersection numbers partitioned the 79 distinct designs into 64 pairwise non- 
isomorphic classes, and the “canonical ordering of the incidence graph” invariant 
proved all 79 designs to be pairwise nonisomorphic. These are listed in Table 3 
(all designs in Tables 2 and 3 have also common half-orbit 0178e not shown, and 
an automorphism (0123456789&&)(e)). 
None of the designs is resolvable, but some of them contain several parallel 
classes. Of the 79 designs with at least 3 S-orbits, 20 have no parallel class, 52 
have 7 parallel classes, 4 have 14 parallel classes and one (No. 37 in Table 3) has 
35 parallel classes. The automorphism group of each design given in Tables 2 and 
3 has order 14. 
Table 2. l-rotational 2-(15,5,6)-designs with repeated orbits 































02569 02569 0238e 
02569 02569 0568e 
02569 02569 023%~ 
02569 02569 0568e 
0136~1 0136~~ 0238e 
0136a 0136a 0568e 
0136a 0136a 0238e 
0136a 0136a 0568e 
01356 01579 036ae 
01356 014t3a 0269e 
01356 0148a 0379e 
01247 0146a 0359e 
01247 0146a 0469e 
01247 0256a 0359e 
01247 0256a 0469e 
16 02348 01358 01358 0348~~ 
17 02348 01358 01358 0458~~ 
18 04568 01358 01358 034%~ 











02348 02359 02359 0348e 
02348 02359 02359 0458e 
04568 02359 02359 0348e 
04568 02359 02359 0458e 
03458 03458 01379 0247e 
03458 03458 01379 0357e 
01358 01358 0126a 0236,~ 
01358 01358 0126a 0346~~ 
02359 02359 0126a 0236e 
02359 02359 0126a 0346e 
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Table 3. l-rotational 2-(15,5,6)-designs with 3 or 4 S-orbits 
No Base b locks NO 
1 01236 01458 0258a 0249e 
2 01236 03478 025'3a 0249e 
3 01236 0126a 0357a 0258e 
4 01236 0126a 0357a 036th 
5 01256 01347 0258.x 0249e 
6 01256 03467 0258a 0249e 
7 01246 01349 0147a 0249e 
8 01246 01349 0369a 0249e 
9 01346 01349 0148a 0249e 
10 01346 01349 0269a 0249e 
11 01346 0126.~ 02369 0249e 
12 01346 0126a 03679 0249e 
13 01346 0126.~1 0357a 0238~~ 
14 01346 0126~1 0357a 056%~ 
15 01356 01257 01359 036s 
16 01356 01257 04689 036~ 
17 01356 02348 0147a 0249e 
18 01356 02348 0369a 0249e 
19 01356 01249 01359 036~ 
20 01356 01249 04689 036.~ 
21 01356 01349 0148a 0247e 
22 01356 01349 0148a 0357e 
23 01356 01349 02469 0148e 
24 01356 01349 02469 0478e 
25 01356 01458 02368 0249e 
26 01356 01458 02568 0249e 
27 01356 03458 01468 0269e 
28 01356 OZ458 01468 0379,s 
29 01356 03458 0247a 0157e 
30 01356 03458 0247a 0267e 
31 01356 0126a 02369 0247e 
32 01356 0126a 02369 0357e 
33 02346 01349 0259a 0269e 
34 02346 01349 0259a 0379e 
35 02346 01569 02369 0249e 
36 02346 01569 03679 0249e 
31 02346 01569 0357a 0238e 
38 02346 01569 0357a 056%~ 
39 02346 01489 03469 0249e 
40 02346 01489 03569 0249e 
Base b locks 
41 01347 01349 01359 0249e 
42 01347 01349 04689 0249e 
43 01347 0126~1 02358 0249e 
44 01347 0126.~ 03568 0249e 
45 01457 01349 02458 0249e 
46 01457 01349 03468 0249e 
47 01457 03458 02368 0249e 
48 01457 03458 02568 0249e 
49 01367 03458 02458 0249e 
50 01367 03458 03468 0249e 
51 02347 03458 0258a 0157e 
52 02347 03458 0258a 0267e 
53 01248 03458 03469 0249e 
54 01248 03458 03569 0249e 
55 01348 01349 02458 0249e 
56 01348 01349 03468 0249e 
57 01348 03458 02368 0249e 
58 01348 03458 02568 0249e 
59 02348 01349 0357a 0146e 
60 02348 01349 0357a 0256e 
61 02348 03458 02369 0249e 
62 02348 03458 03679 0249e 
63 02348 03458 0357.a 0238e 
64 02348 03458 0357a 0568~~ 
65 01349 03458 01357 0269e 
66 01349 03458 01357 0379e 
67 01349 03458 01468 0247e 
68 01349 03458 01468 0357e 
69 01349 03458 02469 0137e 
70 01349 03458 02469 0467e 
71 01349 02458 0357a 0126e 
72 01349 02458 0357a 0456e 
73 01258 03458 02458 0249e 
74 01258 03458 03468 0249e 
75 03458 02368 0357a 0126e 
76 03458 02368 0357a 0456e 
77 01369 0126a 0357a 0124e 
78 01369 0126~1 0357a 0234e 
79 01356 01349 0236a 0249e 
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If the results concerning these two subclasses are any indication, most, if not 
all, of the 5268 distinct l-rotational designs are likely to be nonisomorphic. 
As a consequence of our computational results of this and the preceding 
section, we have the following. 
Theorem 1. A l-rotational (15, 5, A)-BIBD exists if and only if A = 0 (mod 2), 
), 3 4. 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. There exists a l-rotational (15,5,4)- and a l- 
rotational (15,5,6)-design. Noting that every even number A 2 4 can be written 
as A = 4m + 6n, where WZ, IZ are nonnegative integers, completes the proof. 0 
4. Cyclic (l!5,5,6)-BIBDs 
In a sense, this section parallels the previous one. A design with u elements is 
cyclic if it has an automorphism consisting of a single cycle of length V. Any cyclic 
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Table 4. Cyclic 2-(15,5,6)-designs with repeated orbits 
NO Base blocks NO Base blocks 
1 01235 0148a 0148a 
2 01235 0148a 0148a 
3 02345 0148a 0148a 
4 02345 0148a 0148a 
5 01245 0249a 0249a 
6 01245 0249a 0249a 
7 01236 02379 0267a 
8 01236 02679 0267a 
9 03456 02379 0267~~ 
10 03456 02679 0267a 
11 01237 02368 0267a 
12 01237 02568 0267a 
13 04567 02368 0267a 
14 04567 02568 0267a 
15 01237 02359 0267~~ 
16 01237 04679 0267a 
17 04567 023'59 0267~~ 
18 04567 04679 0267a 




















20 01346 01268 0267a 0267a 
21 01346 02678 0267~~ 0267a 
22 02356 01268 0267~1 0267a 
23 02356 02678 0267a 0267~1 
24 01247 02349 0267a 0267a 
25 01247 05679 0267a 0267a 
26 03567 02349 0267a 0267~~ 
27 03567 05679 0267a 0267a 
28 01347 03458 0249a 0249a 
29 01367 0125a 01468 01468 
30 01367 0345.~1 01468 01468 
31 01467 0125a 01468 01468 
32 01467 0345a 01468 01468 
33 01248 01248 0145a 0258a 
34 01248 01248 0157.~ 0356a 
35 02348 02348 01479 0158a 
36 02348 02348 01479 0259a 
37 02348 02348 02589 0158a 
38 02348 02348 02589 0259a 
(15,5,6)-design must have 4 full-length block orbits and one short orbit. After 
generating all distinct cyclic designs and applying all possible multiplier iso- 
morphisms, we arrived at a reduced set of 1953 distinct cyclic (15,5,6)-designs, 
which are multiplier nonisomorphic, and therefore, according to [ll], all pairwise 
nonisomorphic. Although this number is somewhat smaller than the correspond- 
ing number for l-rotational (15,5,6)-designs, it is still too large for a complete 
analysis. We have again restricted ourselves to the same subclasses as in the case 
of l-rotational designs: the cyclic (15,5,6)-designs with repeated blocks, and the 
cyclic (15,5,6)-designs with at least three S-orbits of blocks. The number of 
distinct designs in these 2 classes are 38, and 57, respectively. Of the 57 designs in 
the latter class, 55 have exactly 3 S-orbits, and 2 have exactly 4 S-orbits (there is 
no cyclic design with all 5 orbits S-orbits). The “canonical ordering of the 
incidence graph” invariant shows that all of the 38 cyclic (15,5,6)-designs with 
repeated blocks are pair-wise nonisomorphic (these designs are listed in Table 4) 
as are the 57 cyclic (15,5,6)-designs with at least 3 S-orbits (these designs are 
listed in Table 5; all designs in Tables 4 and 5 contain also the short orbit with 
base block (0369c), and have an automorphism (01 . . . Oabcde)). This follows 
also from [ll]: note that (15, (~(15)) = 1. 
All designs in Table 4 have automorphism group of order 15, except for No. 26 
(order 30) and No. 33 (order 60). All designs in Table 5 have automorphism 
group of order 15, except for Nos. 39, 48, 52, 53, 57 (order 30) and No. 51 (order 
120). We have the following analogue of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. A cyclic (15, 5, A)-BIBD exists if and onfy if A. = 0 (mod 2), A 2 6. 
Proof. It is easy to see that there exists no cyclic (15,5,4)-BIBD (such a design 
would necessarily contain the short orbit repeated 4 times, therefore any 
full-length orbit of blocks in the design cannot contain pairs of elements covered 
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Table 5. Cyclic 2-(15,5,6)-designs with 3 or 4 S-orbits 
NO Base b locks NO Base b locks 
1 01235 0249a 0148~~ 036ab 
2 02345 0249a 0148a 036ab 
3 01245 01279 0257b 036ab 
4 01245 02789 02572, 036ab 
5 01245 0127a 0158a 0248b 
6 01245 0127.~ 0259a 0248b 
7 01245 02379 0249a 036ab 
8 01245 02679 0249a 036ab 
9 01236 01468 0249a 036ab 
10 01236 02478 0249a 036ab 
11 01256 01269 0235a 0248b 
12 01256 03789 0235a 0248b 
13 01256 0127a 01358 0248b 
14 01256 0127~1 03578 024823 
15 01237 01249 025713 036ab 
16 01237 05789 0257b 036ab 
17 01237 01478 0257b 0135a 
18 01237 01478 0257b 0245~~ 
19 01237 01569 0235a 02481, 
20 01237 03489 0235a 02482, 
21 01237 02458 0249a 036ab 
22 01237 03468 0249a 036ab 
23 01267 01356 0237~1 0248b 
24 01267 01356 0378a 0248b 
25 01267 01457 0235a 024813 
26 01267 02367 0235a 0248b 
27 01267 03458 01368 0248b 
28 01267 03458 02578 024833 





























01238 04568 0257b 036ab 
01238 03458 0148a 0257b 
01238 03458 0269a 0257b 
01238 03458 0157a 024833 
01238 03458 0359a 0248b 
01238 0145.a 01358 0248b 
01238 0145a 03578 0248b 
01239 01348 0256a 0257b 
01239 01348 045tla 0257b 
01239 02459 04579 036ab 
01356 01268 01468 036ab 
01356 01268 02478 036ab 
01356 01348 0249a 0148.~1 
01356 01348 0249a 0269a 
01356 01259 0249a 0236a 
01356 01259 0249a 0478a 
01247 03458 0148.a 0249a 
01247 03458 0269a 0249a 
01457 03458 02379 0249a 
01367 03458 01468 0249a 
01367 03458 02478 0249a 
01248 04678 0145a 0258a 
01248 03458 0249a 01469 
01248 03458 0249a 03589 
02348 03458 0249a 01479 
02348 03458 0249a 02589 
01239 03458 0267a 0257b 
01356 01248 0249a 036ab 
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by short orbits; but all possible full-length orbits do), hence necessity. For 
sufficiency, we note that every even integer A 2 6 can be written as ?, = 6m + 8n + 
lop. Thus, in addition to the cyclic (15,5,6)-designs of this section, we need to 
provide a cyclic (15,5,8)- and a cyclic (15,5, lO)-design. These are given below: 
(a) base blocks of a cyclic (15,5,8)-design: 
01256, 01257, 01268, 0237a, 0247b, 0369c, 0369c, 0369~. 
(b) base blocks of a cyclic (15,5,10)-design: 
01256, 01268, 01269, 02458, 02368, 0267a, 0358b. Cl 
5. Resolvable (15,s 6)-BIBDs 
A resolvable (15,5,6)-design will contain 21 disjoint parallel classes of 3 blocks 
each. It appears natural to investigate the existence of resolvable (15,5,6)- 
designs with an automorphism of order 7, and of order 5, respectively. In the 
former case, the set of elements is taken to be 2, x { 1, 2) U {m}, and there would 
be three base parallel classes (i.e. three orbits of 7 parallel classes each). In the 
latter case, the set of elements is taken to be ZS x (1, 2, 3}, and there would be 
five base parallel classes (i.e. 4 orbits of 5 parallel classes each, and one parallel 
class fixed under Z,). 
In the case of an automorphism of order 7, there are following two tactical 
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decompositions: 
Base resolutions 
1st 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd 
1) 133 322 214 2) 142 313 223 
322 133 241 313 142 232 
100 100 100 loo 100 100 
Table 6. Resolvable 2-(l&.5,6) designs with automorphism of order 5 
Tactical decomposition: 311 311122 122 
1 21 0125a 36B9d 47bce 0135e 4689a 27bcd 056cd 239ae 1478b 069ce 235bd 1478a 
2 21 0125a 3689e 47bcd 0135a 2789d 46bce 068ae 125cd 3479b 067ad 135~ 2489b 
3 21 0125~~ 3689e 47bcd 0135b 27t39e 46acd 068ae 125cd 347933 067be 135ad 24t39c 
4 21 0125~1 3689e 47bcd 0135~ 2789a 46bde 068~ 125cd 3479b 067~ 135be 24994 
5 21 0125a 3689e 47bcd 0135d 278913 46ace 068~ 125cd 3479b 067bd 135.x 2489e 
6 21 0125a 3689e 47bcd 0135e 2789c 46abd 068~ 125cd 347913 067ce 135bd 2489a 
7 21 0125a 3689b 47cde 0125d 3789e 46abc 078ab 239ce 1456d 057be 139ad 2468~ 
a 21 0125a 3689b 47cde 0135~ 4689e 27abd 056ac 239de 1478b 069cd 235be 1478a 
9 21 0125a 3689e 47bcd 0135a 2678d 49bce 068ae 129cd 3457b 067ad 135ce 2489b 
10 21 0125a 3689c 47bde 0125d 378933 46ace 078x 239de 14562, 068de 249ab 1357~ 
11 21 0125~1 36B9c 47bde 0135a 2678e 49bcd 068bd 129x 3457.~ 067bc 135de 2489a 
12 21 0125a 3689e 47bcd 0135~ 4789b 26ade 058ae 239bd 1467~ 067ad 239ce 145813 
13 21 0125a 36E9d 47bce 0126~ 3589b 47ade 057bd 239ce 1468a 089cd 137~ 2456b 
14 21 0125a 3689c 47bde 0135b 4679c 28ade 069cd 345x 1278b 089bd 135ac 2467e 
15 21 0125a 3689e 47bcd 0126~ 3589d 47abe 057be 239ac 1468d 089bd 137x 2456~ 
16 21 0125a 3689b 47cde 0126~ 3589e 47abd 079bc 236ad 1458~~ 067ce 138ab 24594 
17 21 0125a 3689c 47bde 0126~ 35894 47abe 079cd 236be 1458~~ 067bd 138ae 2459c 
18 21 0125~1 36894 47bce 0135~ 2679a 48bde 079ab 128de 3456~ 056be 139cd 2478a 
19 21 0125a 3689b 47cde 0137d 4568b 29ace 058ce 239bd 1467a 089bc 237de 1456a 
20 21 0125a 3689~ 47bde 0137a 4568b 29cde 058ae 239bd 1467~ 089bd 237ae 1456~ 
21 21 0125a 3689e 47bcd 0135d 4789a 26bce 068cd 345x 127913 067ad 135ce 2489b 
22 21 0125a 3689c 47bde 0126~ 4789d 35abe 078ab 239ce 14564 057cd 139be 2468a 
23 21 0125a 36894 47bce 0126~~ 4789a 35bcd 078be 239ad 1456~ 068bc 249de 1357~1 
24 21 0125a 3689b 47cde 0137e 25613~ 49abd 067x 235de 14t39b 079cd 238be 1456a 
25 31 0125a 3689e 47bcd 0135d 467&z 29bce 068cd 349ae 1257b 067ad 135~ 24891, 
26 21 0125~1 36E9c 47bde 0135~1 4678e 29bcd 068bd 349ac 1257~~ 067bc 135de 2489a 
27 21 0125a 3689e 47bcd 0127e 4589c 36abd 057bd 239ce 1468a 089ab 137cd 2456e 
28 21 0125a 3689d 47bce 0127b 3568e 49acd 056cd 239ae 1478b 089be 246cd 1357a 
29 21 0125~1 3689c 47bde 0127~ 4568d 39abe 069ab 235ce 14784 059cd 138be 2467a 
30 21 0125.~. 3689c 47bde 0136b 45fJ9c 27ade 079ce 346ad 125833 067bc 135de 2489a 
31 21 0125a 3689,s 47bcd 0136~~ 2589d 4lbce 079ae 126cd 345813 067ad 135~ 248913 
32 21 0125~1 3789b 46cde 0135b 4689d 27ace 068bc 239de 1457a 089x 235be 1467d 
33 31 0125a 3689c 47bde 0137~ 4569d 28abe 058ad 347be 1269c 067bc 135de 2489a 
34 31 0125a 3689c 47bde 0137~ 45694 28abe 067bc 348ae 12594 058ad 137be 2469c 
35 21 0125a 3789e 46bcd 0125d 4789b 36ace 068x 239bd 1457~ 067x 249de 1358b 
36 21 0125a 3689e 47bcd 0137d 2689b 45ace 059bd 128~ 3467~~ 057ae 136cd 248913 
37 21 0125a 3789d 46bce 01271~ 3689c 45abd 079bc 235de 1468a 089ad 245bc 1367e 
38 21 0125a 3789e 46bcd 0127a 3689c 45bde 079be 235ad 1468~ 089bc 245ae 1367d 
39 21 0125~1 3689c 47bde 0138d 4569c 27abe 069be 347ad 1258~ 067bc 135de 2489a 
40 21 0125a 3789c 46bde 0128d 4679a 35bce 057ab 236ce 1489d 056cd 248aa 1379b 
41 21 0125a 378913 46cde 0135~1 2689c 47bde 068bd 125ce 3479a 067bc 138ae 2459d 
42 31 0125a 378913 46cde 0137~ 4689a 25bda 067bc 349ad 1258e 058ad 139bc 2467e 
43 21 0125a 3789b 46cde 0138d 4679a 25bce 067bc 349ad 1258e 069be 135cd 2478a 
Tactical decomposition: 
1 21 0125a 34894 67bce 0168d 2359c 47abe 026de 139x 457813 027cd 135be 4689a 
2 21 0125a 3489e 67bcd 0157d 2468a 39bce 01&d 247be 3569c 028bc 135de 4679a 
3 21 0125a 3468e 79bcd 0256e 1478d 39abc 016bd 247x 3589e OlBac 246de 357933 
4 21 0125a 3489b 67cde 02694 1478a 35bce 017bc 235ad 4689e 025x 147bd 3689c 
5 21 0125a 3478e 69bcd 0157e 2489c 36abd 017x 245bd 3689e 027de 148bc 3569a 
6 21 0125~1 3478b 69cde 0157b 2489e 36acd 017x 245de 3689b 027de 148~ 3569b 
7 21 0125~1 3478e 69bcd 0257e 1369a 48bcd 017bc 248ad 3569e 017ad 246ce 35892, 
131131 212 212 
113 113 221 221 
320 221221 221 
122 221113 113 
113 113 221 221 
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0125a 3478e 69bcd 0267e 1359a 48bcd 017bc 249ad 3568e 017ad 245ce 3689b 
0125~1 3469c 78bde 0257~ 1389b 46ade 016ac 24fJbd 3579e 019cd 248ae 3567b 
012% 34694 78bce 0267~ 1458a 39bde 017ad 249bc 3568e 019cd 245ab 3678e 
0125~~ 3469d 78bce 02674 1458e 39abc 017bc 249s 35684 019-x 245bd 3678a 
0125a 3469e 78bcd 0168~ 2459a 37bde 015ce 248ab 3679d 027ae 148bd 3569c 
0125a 3469d 78bce 0267~~ 1359c 48bde 016cd 249ab 3578.~ 018bd 245ae 3679c 
0125a 3469d 78bce 0269a 1357~ 48bde 016cd 247ab 3589e 018bd 247ae 3569c 
012% 34784 69bce 02564 1478e 39abc 017bc 239ad 4568~~ 025de 138ac 4679b 
0125~1 3478e 69bcd 0256d 147813 39ace 017bd 345x 2689e 025x 138bc 4679d 
0125a 3468e 79bcd 0156~ 2379a 48bde 027be 148cd 3569a 028ab 147ce 3569d 
0125a 3469d 78bce 0267a 1389e 45bcd 015bd 347x 2689c 028de 135x 4679b 
0125a 3469d 78bce 0268b 1357~ 49ade 016cd 235s 4789b 027ad 148be 3569c 
0125~1 3478e 69bcd 0157~1 2369e 48bcd 027bd 138ae 4569c 028ac 147bd 3569e 
0125~1 3478-s 69bcd 0167a 2359e 48bcd 026bd 138ae 4579c 028ce 135bd 4679a 
0125~~ 34694 78bce 0158d 3479a 26bce 026ad 147bc 3589e 027de 148ab 3569c 















012ab 34589 67cde 056x 129ad 3478b 068ab 139de 2457~ 079ac 246bd 1358e 
012x 34589 67bde 057bc 340de 1269a 078~ 139be 24564 079cd 136~ 245823 
012x 34589 67bde 057ae 129cd 3468b 078de 245ab 1369c 059ce 137bd 2468a 
012~ 34589 67bde 058bc 346ad 1279e 058de 137ab 2469c 089be 137cd 2456a 
012ab 34589 67cde 058cd 129be 3467a 058be 137ad 2469c 069bd 245ae 1378~ 
012ac 34589 67bde 058ad 347be 1269c 067de 248bc 1359a 068bc 135s 24794 
012ac 34589 67bde 05f3ab 347cd 1269e 079bd 245~ 1368~ 067ce 248ab 1359d 
012x 34589 67bde 067bd 34&x 1259a 068ab 135cd 2479e 079cd 136ae 2458b 
012ac 34589 67bde 067ce 348bd 1259a 068bc 135ae 2479d 079ab 136de 2458c 
012ab 34589 67cde 068ae 129cd 3457b 058bd 246x 1379e 059ce 138ad 2467b 
012ac 34589 67bde 069.x 128bd 3457~ 068cd 135be 2479a 089bc 247de 1356a 
012ab 34589 67cde 078x 125de 3469b 069.x 138be 2457d 079be 248cd 1356a 
012ac 34589 67bde 057ce 239ad 146813 058de 236bc 1479a 089bc 137de 2456a 
320 122 122 122 
032 212 212 212 
203 221 221 221 
Tactical decomposition: 302 122 122 122 
032 221122 122 
221 212 311 311 
1 21 012ab 567cd 3489e 078bd 1469a 235.x 05cde 2369a 1478b 05acd 1379e 246813 
2 21 012ab 567ce 3489d 078bc 1469e 235ad 05bcd 2369a 1478e 05bce 1379a 2468d 
3 21 012ab 679de 3458c 059ac 14784 236be OCace 23584 1479b 07bcd 1356e 2489a 
4 21 012ac 679bd 3458e 059bc 14784 236ae 06ade 2358b 1479c 07ace 1356b 24894 
5 21 012ab 679ce 3458d 058cd 3469a 127be 08abc 2467d 1359e 09acd 1378e 245613 
6 21 012ac 679de 3458b 058ab 34694 127ce 08bce 24674 1359a 09cde 1378b 2456a 
7 21 012ab 679.x 34584 057be 2368a 149cd 06bcd 2359e 147t3a 09acd 2478e 1356b 
8 21 012x 679de 3458b 057~ 2368c 149bd 06bde 2359a 1478~ 09abc 2478d 1356e 
9 21 012ab 567cd 3489e 068ad 2479c 135be 05bce 12894 3467a 05cde 1379a 246813 
10 21 012ab 567~ 34894 068ab 2479d 135~s 05acd 12'39e 3467b 05bcd 1379a 2468e 
11 21 012~ 567bd 3489e 068ab 2479c 135de 05cde 1289a 3467b 05bce 1379a 2468d 
12 21 012x 567bd 3489e 068cd 2479e 135ab OScde 1289b 3467a OSbde 1379c 2468~1 
13 21 012ac 567bd 3489e 068ab 2479c 135de 05bce 2369a 1478d 05cde 2369b 1478a 
14 21 012ab 679de 3458~ 056ce 2478a 139bd 08bde 1269c 3457a 07bcd 1356a 2489e 
15 26 012ac 679be 34584 056cd 2478b 139ae 08bcd 1269a 3457s~ 07abd 1356~ 2489e 
16 21 012ab 679ce 3458d 059bc 2467~~ 138de OBace 12794 3456b 09bde 1367a 2458~ 
Tactical decomposition: 311 311122 122 
032 212 212 212 
212 032 221 221 
1 21 012x 4569b 378de 01257 46ade 389bc 068ad 235be 1479c 089ce 246ab 13574 
2 21 012x 456913 378de 01257 46bde 389x 068~ 235bd 1479c 089cd 246ab 1357e 
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3 21 012ac 4569b 3t8de 
4 21 012ac 4569e 378bd 
5 21 012x 4569e 378bd 
6 21 012.x 45694 378be 
7 21 012ac 45694 378be 
8 21 012x 4569d 378be 
9 21 012ac 4569d 378be 
10 21 012ab 3589c 467de 
11 21 012.x 3589d 467be 
12 21 012ab 4579c 368de 
13 21 012ac 4579d 368be 
14 21 012ac 4579e 368bd 
15 21 012ac 4579e 368bd 
16 21 012~ 368913 457de 
17 21 012ab 3689c 457de 
18 21 012ac 3689b 457de 
19 21 012x 3689b 457de 
20 21 012x 3689b 457de 
21 21 012ab 3689c 457de 
22 21 012ac 4569e 378bd 
23 21 012ac 4569d 378be 
24 21 012ac 456933 378de 
25 21 012~ 4569d 378be 
26 21 012x 4569b 378de 
27 21 012x 4569b 378de 
28 21 012~ 45694 378be 
29 21 012ac 4569e 378bd 
30 21 012x 4569b 378de 
31 21 012ac 4569b 378de 
32 21 012ac 4569b 378de 
33 21 012ab 35894 467ce 
34 21 012x 3589e 467bd 
35 21 012ac 45794 368be 
36 21 012x 4579b 368de 
37 21 012~ 4579b 368de 
38 21 012ab 4579c 368de 
39 21 012x 4579e 368bd 
40 21 012ac 4579d 368be 
41 21 012ab 4579c 368de 
42 21 012.x 3689b 457de 
43 21 012x 3689b 457de 
44 21 012ab 4569d 378ce 
45 21 012x 4569e 378bd 
46 21 012x 3589d 467be 
47 21 012.x 3589b 467de 
48 21 012ab 35894 467-x 
49 21 012.x 456933 378de 
50 21 012~ 4579d 368be 
51 21 012x 4569b 378de 
52 21 012ab 4579e 368cd 
53 21 012x 45792, 368de 
54 21 012ab 3689e 457cd 
01257 46ade 389bc 079cd 236be 1458a 078bd 245~ 1369a 
01259 38abc 467de 068cd 239.x 1457b 069be 247ad 13513~ 
01259 47abc 368de 067ce 239bd 1458~~ 069cd 138ae 2457b 
01259 47bcd 368~ 067be 239.x 1458d 069ab 138de 2457~ 
01268 49bcd 357ae 089be 235ad 1467~ 058ae 246bc 1379d 
01269 38abd 457ce 067bc 235de 1489a 058de 246bc 1379a 
01279 45cde 368ab 078ce 236bd 1459a 068bc 249ae 13574 
01268 37acd 459be 057bc 236ae 1489d 058bd 246ac 1379e 
01279 36bcd 458~ 056bd 237.x 1489c 079de 136ac 2458b 
01267 39acd 458be 078be 236ad 1459c 078cd 135x 2469b 
01268 47bcd 359ae 079be 238s~ 14564 089ab 135de 2467~ 
01269 37abc 458de 056cd 239.x 1478b 078be 249ad 1356~ 
01279 48abc 356de 068~ 237bd 1459a 067cd 135ae 2489b 
01257 39ade 468bc 089be 235~ 1467d 059bd 246ae 1378~ 
01257 36bde 489ac 079cd 238~ 1456b 078ac 246bd 1359e 
01257 48abc 369de 067cd 235be 1489a 059ad 246be 1378~ 
01259 46ace 378bd 067cd 239be 1458a 058bc 249de 1367a 
01267 35abe 489cd 079ce 236ad 1458b 078be 136cd 2459a 
01269 35bde 478~ 058cd 239s 146723 059ac 246bd 1378e 
01359 47abc 268de 057be 129ac 3468d 068cd 137s~ 2459b 
01359 47abe 268cd 068be 129ad 3457~ 057cd 136ab 2489e 
01368 29bce 457ad 078bc 125s~ 3469d 059bd 137s 2468~ 
01369 28ade 457bc 057ad 348ce 1269b 078bc 246de 1359a 
01379 46ade 258bc 056ce 129ad 3478b 068bd 135ae 2479c 
01379 46bde 258.x 056de 129x 3478b 068bc 135ae 2479d 
01379 46bcd 258s 089ac 346be 12574 057s 136bc 2489d 
01379 48abe 256cd 057be 128ad 3469c 058cd 139ae 2467b 
01379 48acd 256be 068bc 129ad 3457e 056de 138ab 2479c 
01379 48bcd 256~ 068bd 129x 3457e 056ce 138ab 2479d 
01389 26ade 457bc 057~ 129bd 3468~ 069ce 245ad 13782, 
01368 45abc 279de 089be 126ad 3457~ 069ac 135de 2478b 
01378 45bcd 269ae 069bd 348~ 1257a 058ab 139cd 2467e 
01357 29cde 468ab 078~ 126ad 3459b 089ae 245cd 136733 
01367 29abe 458cd 059bd 127x 3468e 078ce 246ab 13594 
01367 29abc 458de 078ce 125ad 3469b 059bd 246x 1378~ 
01378 49bcd 256ae 067ce 129bd 3458~~ 069x 135be 2478d 
01378 49bcd 256ae 069bc 127ad 3458~s 078be 246cd 1359a 
01378 45cde 269ab 056bc 128ad 3479e 089ac 135de 2467b 
01378 25abe 469cd 056ac 347be 12894 059bd 137x 2468e 
01378 45bcd 269ae 056ab 340ce 1279d 089bd 135.x 2467e 
01378 26bcd 459ae 079bd 345x 1268s~ 089ce 247ab 13564 
01368 29bde 457x 069x 237de 145813 089cd 235ab 1467e 
01357 49abc 268de 069de 147bc 2358a 078be 149ad 2356~ 
01358 26cde 479ab 068de 239ab 1457~ 089ce 237bd 1456a 
01368 45abe 279cd 069be 237ad 1458~ 0780~ 236ab 1459d 
01379 26cde 458ab 057be 238ad 1469c 078‘~ 236ab 14594 
01389 45bde 267x 057de 148x 2369b 058cd 147ab 2369e 
01357 48ade 269bc 067bd 238ac 1459e 089bc 235ae 1467d 
01389 26acd 457be 067s~ 149cd 2358b 069be 148cd 2357a 
01378 45abc 269de 078x 236be 14594 079ad 238be 1456~ 
01378 45bce 269ad 078cd 236be 1459a 056de 148ab 2379c 
01378 25cde 469ab 059ac 236be 1478d 079bd 238ac 1456e 
Above, the first row corresponds to the (element) orbit Z, x {l}, second row 
to the orbit Z7 X {2}, and the third row to the fixed element 00. The columns 
correspond to blocks in a base parallel class. Thus in (aij), i = 1, 2, 3, j = 1, 2, 3, 
aij is the number of elements from ith orbit in the jth block of the base parallel 
class in question. 
An exhaustive search has shown that no resolvable (15,5,6)-design with an 
automorphism of order 7 exists. This, together with a similar negative result for 
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II = 4 (as a result of an exhaustive search, there exists no resolvable (15,5,4)- 
design with an automorphism of order 7, and there is not even an admissible 
tactical configuration for a resolvable (15,5,4)-design with an automorphism of 
order 5 or order 3) was quite disappointing. 
However, the situation proved to be quite different in the case of resolvable 
(15,5,6)-BIBDs with an automorphism of order 5. In this case, there are 5 
tactical decompositions. There exist resolvable (15,5,6)-designs corresponding to 
each one of them. These are listed in Table 6, together with their tactical 
decompositions. Only the base blocks for the 4 full-length orbits of the parallel 
classes are shown. The fixed parallel class 0123456789 abcde is common to all 
designs; all designs have an automorphism (01234)(56789)(abcde). 
The number of nonisomorphic resolvable (15,5,6)-designs obtained is 43 + 
23 + 13 + 16 + 54 = 149. Each of these 149 designs has an automorphism group of 
order 5. The underlying designs are also pairwise nonisomorphic as in each case 
the resolution is unique. The number of parallel classes, which each design 
admits, is not constant, however. While most designs admit exactly 21 parallel 
classes, i.e. exactly those that appear in the unique resolution, three designs 
admit 26 parallel classes, and four designs admit 31 parallel classes. 
6. Conclusion 
As a result of Section 2, we have in the notation of [lo] for k = 4: 
Nd(15, 42, 14, 5, 4) 2 88. 
For A. = 6, we see easily that the designs of Section 3, Section 4 and Section 5 
are mutually nonisomorphic. The (15,5,6)-design given by Hanani in [6,7] is 
isomorphic to our No. 51 in Table 5, but in Dinitz-Stinson design in [3] is not 
isomorphic to either of them, thus Nd(15, 63,21,5, 6) 2 108 + 1953 + 149 + 1 = 
2211. We also have Nr(15,63, 14, 5, 6) 5 149. 
One question that remains open is that about the existence of a resolvable 
(15,5,4)-BIBD. 
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